During the exploitation of an archaeological geographical information system, experts need to evaluate the anteriority in pairs of dates which are uncertain and inaccurate, and consequently represented by fuzzy numbers. To build their hypotheses, they need to have an assessment, taking value in [0, 1], of the relation ""lower than"" between two FNs. We answer the experts" need of evaluation by constructing an anteriority index based on the Kerre index. Some applications, which constitute a step in the evaluation of the evolution of Reims during the domination of the Roman Empire, illustrate the use of the anteriority index.
Definition 1.
Let U be a set of objects (the universe) and define a mapping on U : 
Definition 2.
A real fuzzy number Ã is fuzzy subset on the real axis R , the membership function
contains the following properties:
is a continuous mapping from R to the closed interval 
Traditional centroid methods
The traditional centroid method is very useful to deal with defuzzy function problems (Wierman, 1997; Yager, 1993) and fuzzy ranking problems (Yager, 1980 
Some methods of ranking fuzzy numbers based centroid
In this section, we briefly review four existing centroid-index ranking methods from others method. In (Yager, 1980 
In (Saneifard, 2011), Saneifard transforms formulas (1) and (2) into the follows formulas: 
A new ranking method for generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers
In this section, we present a new approach for ranking generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers based on the distance method. The new ranking method not only considers the centroid point of a generalized trapezoidal fuzzy number, but also the standard deviation of a generalized trapezoidal fuzzy number. Assume that there are n generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, Consider the triangular fuzzy numbers
as shown in Fig. 3 . Based on the proposed method, we can rank Ã , B and C according to following steps:
Step 1:
Because the generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers Ã , B and C are defined in the universe of discourse
, they are already standardized generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. Thus, this step does nothing.
Step 2: Based on (3) and (4) Step 5: Based on (17), it is observable that the ranking value Table 1 , we can see that the proposed method and the other methods presented get the correct ranking results. 2. Set 2 of Fig. 4 contains the fuzzy numbers Ã and B as different fuzzy numbers. However, from Table 1 , we can see that the methods presented in (Chu, 2002) and (Yager, 1980) get incorrect ranking results due to the fact that these methods get the same ranking values, respectively. 3. Set 3 of Fig. 4shows the fuzzy numbers Ã and B as different fuzzy numbers. However, from Table 1 , we can see that the methods presented in (Chu, 2002) and (Yager, 1980) get incorrect ranking results due to the fact that these methods get the same ranking values, respectively. 4. Set 4 of Fig. 4represents the fuzzy numbers Ã and B as different fuzzy numbers. However, from Table  1 , we can see that the method presented in (Yager, 1980) gets an incorrect ranking result due to the fact that it gets the same ranking values, respectively. 5. Set 5 of Fig. 4 , shows that the fuzzy number B is a crisp value. However, from Table 1 , we can see that the methods presented in (Chu, 2002) and (Yager, 1980) can not calculate the ranking value of the fuzzy number B , respectively, due to the fact that the these methods make the denominators to zero. 6. Set 6 of Fig. 4 , determines that the fuzzy numbers Ã and B are different fuzzy numbers. However, from Table 1 , it is obvious that the method presented in (Wierman, 1997) gets an incorrect ranking result since it gets the same ranking values, respectively.
From Table 1 , we also can see that the proposed method can overcome the drawbacks of the ranking methods presented in (Chu, 2002) and (Yager, 1980) . Note: "*" means that the ranking method can not calculated the ranking value of the generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, "■" means incorrect result.
Conclusions
In this article, we proposed a new centroid index method for evaluating fuzzy datum. We briefly introduce some existing centroid index ranking methods of fuzzy numbers. The proposed method considers the centroid points and minimum crisp value of fuzzy numbers. It can overcome the drawback of the previous centroid methods.
